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Margaret Atwood’s dystopian novel turned Hulu serialized drama The Handmaid’s
Tale (1985, 2017, respectively) arrived as a fierce and harrowing forewarning during
the first 100 days of Donald Trump’s presidency. By the television adaptation’s April
2017 premiere date, the fledgling administration reinstated the global gag rule,
repealed female-centric Affordable Care Act (ACA) benefits, and planned to cut finan-
cial ties with both Planned Parenthood and United Nations Population Fund
(UNFPA) (Beck, 2017). It is not surprising, then, why a tale first written during the
height of the Reagan administration, Christian Right movement, and Jerry Falwell’s
televangelism has televisually resurfaced as a cautionary tale of the white male suprem-
acist alt-right agenda.

Set in the immediate future, the series presents a newly-formed U.S. society with
infertility as a global issue. As a result, a conservative Christian revolt relegated fertile
women to function as handmaids—slaves to their reproductive capabilities—and must
provide babies for the most prominent families of the new regime. This belief system
comes directly from the Bible’s book of Genesis story of barren Rebecca, who compulsory
enlisted her sister to have sex with her husband, Jacob in order for them to have children.
The scripture is thus recited during the handmaids’ ritual rapes known as “ceremonies.”

While some may construe this narrative as a dystopian nightmare, it can also be
read as a fundamentalist dream long sought after by the alt-right movement who believe
women should simply be mothers, wives, and daughter. Vice President Mike Pence,
who consistently refers to himself as a “Christian, a conservative, and a Republican, in
that order,” grew to be the administrative mouthpiece for the Conservative Right
(Tolentino, 2017). Much like the leaders of Handmaid’s Gilead, Pence consistently
allows his religious convictions to sway his political actions. The 2016 Presidential
Republican campaign more than hinted at a possible overturning of Roe vs. Wade, and
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Pence happily provided the tie-breaking Senate vote to allow states to block funding for
Planned Parenthood (Green, 2017).

The threat to women’s reproductive rights in the Trump–Pence government
sparked a new urgency for resistance amongst feminists that became accustomed to
using social media platforms as habitual personal and political modes of expression.
These acts fall under “popular feminism,” defined by Sarah Banet-Weiser as perva-
sive in mainstream U.S. culture before Trump’s presidency that continued during
his time in office (Banet-Weiser, 2015). Banet-Weiser also notes that popular femi-
nism is persistently followed by popular misogyny, which is a crucial component of
Trump and Pence’s platform of populism that continues to channel the alt-right’s
sexist, racist, homophobic, xenophobic, and ableist rhetoric.

The Handmaid’s Tale emerged as the popular culture symbol of the new Anti-
Trump/Pence feminist resistance, as fans linked the series’ fictionalized dystopian
society to the very real onslaught of women’s reproductive rights in policymaking.
Acts of resistance can be found in social media responses and memes that interpret
Gilead as an alt-right nightmare. These online responses to the series significantly
focus on one scene in particular: As Offred (Elisabeth Moss) and Ofglen (Alexis
Bledel) shop for fruit in a grim supermarket, Offred numbly stares at a pile of
oranges. Her subtle grimace alludes to her own realization that her new existence—
and that of her fellow women—is solely connected to her own fertility. In this soci-
ety, she is nothing more than her ability to bear fruit. Journalist Lauren Duca posted
this still frame to her Twitter account accompanied with the tag line, “Cute pic of
me shopping for my Pence inauguration brunch” (Duca, 2017). The topical inter-
pretation of the image underlines that Pence’s political agenda reflects both the ide-
ology of 1700’s puritanical England and 1980’s U.S. extreme conservatism, two of
Atwood’s primary influences. As of February 2018, Duca’s post has been retweeted
over five thousand times.

Other online resisters disseminated this same image captioned with their own
commentary on recent political events linked to the alt-right. One version simply
states, “But Her Emails,” which alludes to Hillary Clinton’s email scandal that several
pundits believed led to mass distrust over the first woman presidential candidate in
2016 (Amatulli, 2017). Further images include aerial shots of handmaids in a ceremo-
nial procession captioned, “Live from the WH Rose Garden” (Perrone, 2017). These
digital practices also operate in reverse, as some have captioned screenshots of various
news headlines and the Trump cabinet as “The Handmaid’s Tale, Season Two”
(TaxMarchChicken, 2017). This type of commentary was so pervasive that it caught
the attention of major press outlets, including The New York Times, Washington Post,
and the BBC. Collectively, the discourse around the posts hailed them a social media
phenomenon and united front against the administration.

While online resistance (often called “hashtag activism”) could be criticized as
the digital equivalent of armchair activism, it is actually a critical stepping stone for
many nascent feminists and activists. Younger generations, or newfound social jus-
tice enthusiasts, are being freshly exposed to popular interpretations of feminist
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analysis, heightening both their media literacy and political awareness. And it is cer-
tain that cycles of progressive political action and movements; subsequent commod-
ification and backlashes; followed by newly formed grassroots activism will
continue to repeat. The fight for equality signals ongoing, unfinished battles. Just as
Offred proclaims in one of her most palatable statements against the Gilead regime,
“Nolite te bastardes carborundorum” (“Don’t let the bastards grind you down”).
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